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Monthly Awareness Campaign

National Youth Day / Delhi our Pride

School Premises

January,2019

Classes v - VIII

Monthly Campaign/celebration

Obiectives
. To encourage and inspire the youth of the country to embark on a successful journey

. To familiarize students about amazing facts related to India.

. To make children appreciate the diversity of India.

DESCRIPTION:

To increase the knowledge of the students about their dwelling city, "Delhi" and to observe the

contribution of swami vivekananda, a monthly awareness campaign was condLlcted in the month of

January wherein students of class v participated in collage on 'Delhi our Pride' which familiarized

students Nir{ amazing places in Delhi. Poster Making on'National Youth Day'helped in enriching the

..eBiivity and provided the knowledge of rich heritage of our city to the students of class VI. Students of

class vII and VIII wrote slogans on 'Role of youth in developing nation' in an expljcit way. A discussion

was held on the theme 'National Youth Day' on regular basis that focused on encouraging and inspiring

the youth of the country to embark on a successful journey. These activities helped the students to

Llnderstand the importance of observing National Youth Day of capital city of India The discussion

catered to the aesthetic, social and cognitive domains and inspired them to channelize their energy

.4/ards the development of the nation. They were also able to infer the importance of observing

iational youth Day and appreciated the contribution of Swami Vivekananda that helPed them in

nrotivating the people about the way of life and ideas, Students participated enthusiastically in all the

activities and were appreciated for their efforts, Overall experience proved to be quite informative and

enriching for all the learners
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